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SPECIAL REPORT 

The critical data thread tying together
the military supply chain, logistics,
and equipment support
MATT MEDLEY, IFS NORTH AMERICA  
 

An all-important data thread underpins several forward-

looking predictions for the future of defense logistics and

support: The development of servitized equipment

support, the rise of the digital shipyard, and the growing

use of unmanned systems in military operations.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

UNIVERSITY UPDATE 

Program puts national focus on the
future of microelectronics
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

A future workforce capable of providing the secure

microelectronics that will be needed by the U.S.

government and industry are essential to the nation’s

economy and security, and a program headed by Purdue

University aims to make sure that happens.
 

Read More +
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View Product

 
LCR Embedded
Systems 

Tackling Compute Intensive
Requirements in Harsh
Environments

View Product

 
Elma Electronic 

Interactive Backplane
Selector Charts for VPX &
SOSA™

View Product

 
Mercury Systems 

SOSA Aligned RFSoC 3U
VPX Adds Greater RF
Performance

 

PODCAST 

Defense supply chain issues, COTS
procurement, MOSA, and more
JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 
 

The procurement challenges facing defense technology

companies range from a slow U.S. Department of

Defense (DoD) acquisition process to supply chain

headaches to when and where to leverage commercial

off-the-shelf (COTS) technology and open architectures.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

FROM THE EDITOR 

2022 SOSA Special Edition
JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 
 

Welcome to the 2022 SOSA Special Edition, our second

of what is an annual issue, highlighting editorial content

on SOSA from the pages and website of Military

Embedded Systems Magazine, as well as the products

aligned and conformant to the technical standard – all

put together exclusively by our staff. Learn about it all in

the 2022 SOSA Special Edition!
 

Read More +
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Behlman Electronics 

VPXtra®700D-IQI: 3U VPX
High Power Dual-Output
Power Supply

View Product

 
SECO USA 

Xilinx UltraScale+ SMARC
SOM for Ultra-Performance

 

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT 

Dealing with a real-world thermal
triple threat
KEVIN GRIFFIN, ATRENNE COMPUTING SOLUTIONS 
 

As increasing numbers of embedded systems are

deployed on small platforms, thermal overdesign – or

designing for a physically impossible worst case of

simultaneous maximums – is becoming a significant

issue. It can be addressed, without compromising system

viability, by using a real-world focus to define

combinations of thermal triple-threat specifications. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Data in the military metaverse:
enterprise terrain management for
training
PETE MORRISON, BOHEMIA INTERACTIVE SIMULATIONS
 

In order to create terrain for high-fidelity simulations used

in military training, developers must find accurate source

data, build to multiple terrain formats utilizing the same

source data to support multiple runtimes, store the data,

synchronize the data between customer sites, and adjust

the terrain as required by the training scenario.
 

Read More +
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Software Development
LDRA
 

The guidance document DO-178 “Software

Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment

Certification”1 2 was first published in 1982, re-written in

1992 as DO-178B and updated in 2011 as DO-178C, to

reflect the experience accrued to meet today’s aviation

industry needs.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

 
JADC2 and Data-Centricity: Creating a Joint Posture of Deterrence
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